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Distinct Image of Don (King) Smith Appears on Toast
“Divine Intervention Meets Crunchy, Buttery Taste”
Duseks’ Bakery (Faribault Daily News) Audible, high-pitched screams
were heard coming out of the Central Avenue institution recently when, during
the weekly crouton-making exercise, the image of Don “King” Smith was seen
clearly on one of the pieces of toast.
The slice of garlic buttered toast was only a few moments away from the sharp
reciprocating blades of the bakery’s cutting machine when one of the lovely
young baking assistants saw Don’s face looking up at her through the floury
haze. “It was like seeing a movie star,” crowed the corn-fed co-ed, “Well, it was
more like seeing a rapidly-aging movie star who I kind of recognized but wasn’t
real sure of their name. Either way, it was kind of cool thing for a Friday.”
The toast was then rushed to the French Church and presented to the local
papal authority. After a few hours, Monsignor Gerald “Fuzzy” Vernon stated,
“We are treating this as a miracle of the first order,” and “while this is not an
official ‘holy image’ such as the famous Apparition of Fatima or something
worthy enough to wake someone up at Vatican, we realize we have an ongoing
responsibility to do what’s right in our parish. But when I think about it, I might
give all the guys in St. Paul a call to let them know we are still rocking it down here, Rice County style.”
The toast was on display in the bakery’s front window for the entire weekend and several individuals were seen taking
pictures of the images after hours. While these folks were assumed to be either relatives of Don or advance scouts for
America’s Most Wanted, the excitement was easily managed by the existing police force with no calls for crowd control
or assistance recorded by the 911 Dispatcher on duty. Unfortunately, the event was brought to an end when the toast
was mistakenly thrown away by the weekday cleaning crew. “The toast was all smelly and wrinkly,” said cleaner Russ
Lambert. “I tossed it out and went back cleaning the ovens. No one had told me to keep it and more I hear it the smelly
and wrinkly part, I have made up my own joke. Do you want to hear it?”

June Events Calendar
• Super-delegate Kevin Thar is planning a news
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•

conference to announce his preference for the
upcoming election. However, the trouble is the
election is for the Michigan Origami Association.
Jenny Ayre is a now college graduate. “I have a
degree but still am very frightened of clowns.”
Little (Billy) Miller is doing just fine but misses the
sweet summery days of regional dance theater.
Joanie Boysen is the hardest working women in
nursing business. By a mile.
Kentuckian Mark Fielding has left the MNL
Reader Council due to philosophical differences.
“The council refuses to publish my self- portraits
as they are ‘troubled with the graphic detail.’”

